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Concerning accessibility in the plane

I n t r o d u c t i o n .  In 1929, B. L. Moore proved that there does not exist 
an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive triods (triodic continua) 
in the plane. The theorem proved in this paper is a generalization of 
Moore’s theorem, given in terms of the “accessibility” of the elements 
of an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive compact continua 
in the plane. A definition is given of a subset of a (plane) point set К  
being accessible from the complement of K .

Throughout this paper, the space is considered to be the plane.

D e f i n i t i o n s  a n d  n o t a t i o n .  Much of the notation and terminology used 
in this paper can be found in B. L. Moore’s Foundations of point set theory
[3]. 8 denotes the set of all points in the plane. Suppose A  is a point set 
and K '  is a subset of K .  If there exists a continuum M  intersecting both 
8 —К  and K ', which is a subset of (8 — K )kjK ', then K' is said to be 
accessible from 8 —К  through M. K '  is accessible from 8 — К  means 
there exists a continuum Ш such that K' is accessible from 8 —К  through 
M. A point p of К  is arcwise accessible from 8 —К  (through M) if and 
only if there is an arc M  with one end point p  which is a subset of 
( S - K ) u p .

Lemma 1 . I f  G is an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive compact 
continua each separating the plane, then there exists an element К  of G such 
that 1) К  has only two complementary domains and К  is the boundary of 
each of them, and 2 ) К  is not accessible from 8 — [JG .

Proof. The lemma follows from Theorem 2.2, p. 45 of [7].
Corollary to Lemma. 1. I f  G is an uncountable collection of non

degenerate mutually exclusive hereditarily decomposable compact continua 
each of which is accessible from 8 — \ ĴG, then uncountably many elements 
°f G are chainable.

Proof. The corollary follows immediately with the use of Corollary 
2, p. 660 of [1] and Lemma 1.
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L emma 2. I f  31 is a non-degenerate compact continuum and p is a point 
of 31 such that M  is not irreducible between p and any other point of M , 
then 31 is the sum of two of its proper subcontinua each containing p.

Proof. Since M  is not irreducible between p  and any other point 
of 31, 31 is decomposable. If M  is not irreducible, the lemma follows with 
the use of the corollary to Theorem 7 of [5]. If Ж is irreducible the lemma 
follows with the use of Theorems 7 and 2 of [5].

Theorem. I f  G is an uncountable collection of mutually exclusive non
degenerate compact continua each of which is accessible from S  — {JG, then 
there exists an element К  of G which is hereditarily irreducible such that if  
К  is accessible from S  — {JG through 31, then 31 contains a point q of К  such 
that К  is irreducible between q and some other point of K.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that there are not uncountably 
many elements of G each containing a continuum that separates the 
plane. So, from Theorem 22 from Chapter 4 of [3] and Moore’s triod 
theorem [4], there exists an uncountable subcollection Gx of G such that 
each element of Gx is hereditarily unicoherent and atriodic. Prom Theorem 
3.2 of [6], each element of Gx is hereelitariiy irreducible.

Suppose that for each element К  of Gx there exists a continuum 
31 K such that К  is accessible from & — {JG  through 31 K, but if p  is a point 
of 31Kn K , then К  is not irreducible between p and any other point of K. 
Por each element К  of Gx let TK denote a component of 31Kr\K and pK 
be a point of TK. It follows immediately from Lemma 2 that if К  is any 
element of Gx, К  is the sum of two of its proper subcontinua each contain- 
inёР к -  Let T7K and VK denote two such continua. It follows that Uk kjTk 
and VK и TK are proper subcontinua of K. Let T'K denote the continuum 
{Ukkj Тк ) п (Ук и Т к ), and LK denote a point set consisting of two points, 
one in K — (Vk vjT'k ) and the other one in K — (Uj^uT^). By Theorem 
79 from Chapter 4 of [3], there exists a simple domain D and an uncountable 
subcollection G2 of Gx such that if К  is in G2, then T'K lies in D and the 
closure of D contains no point of Lk - Let qK denote a point of the com
ponent of B n  31K containing TK which is not a point of K. Since G2 is 
uncountable and the plane has a countable basis, it follows that there 
exists a simple domain D' whose closure lies in D such that for uncountably 
many elements К  of 6r2, D' does not intersect К  but contains qK. Let 
G3 denote an uncountable collection of such elements of G2, J  denote 
the boundary of D, and for each element К  of Gz, CK denotes the com
ponent of D n K  containing TK. It follows that CK contains two points, 
aK and bK, of J .  With the aid of Theorem 28 from Chapter 3 of [3] 
it can be seen that if К  is any element of G3, then one of the two 
arcs of J  with end points aK and bK has the property that if X  is any 
other element of G3, then Cx  does not intersect that arc. So the simple
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closed curve J  contains uncountably many mutually exclusive arcs, 
a contradiction.

Corollary to Theorem. I f  G is an uncountable collection of mutually 
exclusive non-degenerate compact continua, then there exists a point of (J  G 
which is not arcwise accessible from $  — U  G.

Proof. It follows from a theorem of Mazurkiewicz [2] that if G 
contains an indecomposable continuum, then some point of (J G is not 
arcwise accessible from S — {JG. Suppose each element of G is decomposable. 
So for each element К  of G, К  contains a point pK such that К  is not 
irreducible between pK and any other point of K. Let К  denote an element 
of G as in the theorem. It follows that pK is not arcwise accessible from 
S -\ J G .
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